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1. BASICS OF APPROACH/AVOIDANCE—
BEHAVIOR AND BRAIN

Approach and avoidance behaviors are fundamental 
to survival. As such, they depend on phylogenetically 
old systems with many conserved features. For this rea-
son, the basic human brain systems for approach and 
avoidance have much in common with those of other 
species. Through study, we know more about the neu-
robiology of these systems and related traits than we do 
about most others, and this has translated into progress 
in human neuroimaging research. In this chapter, we lay 
out basic principles for understanding the processes of 
approach and avoidance, and then we briefly discuss 
neuroimaging research on the states related to them 
before discussing the progress in research on related per-
sonality traits.

Importantly, we define personality traits in terms of 
longer-term stabilities in patterns of states. That is, the 

level of a trait reflects the likelihood of being in a particu-
lar type of state, given a particular set of eliciting stimuli. 
The activation of approach and avoidance systems in 
any given situation requires careful long-term control of 
its precise intensity for any given input, and this long-
term trait control of levels of activation is influenced by 
genes, developmental processes, and life events. These 
two systems and their associated traits can be seen as 
providing a foundation for the more complex processes 
from which mind and personality emerge.

Both the specific states that result from the activation 
of approach and avoidance systems and the longer-
term sensitivities that tune these activations to match 
current functional requirements can be assessed indi-
rectly through many techniques, including self-report 
and behavioral data. But increasingly the more direct 
measurements of neuroimaging are affording new 
insights. Detailed analysis of neuroimaging specific 
aspects of approach/avoidance systems is provided 
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in chapters 3, 5 and 6 of the book. Here, we provide 
a more general overview of the fundamental nature 
of approach and avoidance, the systems that control 
them, details of a third system that resolves conflicts 
between goals, and the range of resultant states and 
traits that should be open to analysis by neuroimag-
ing. It is important to note that within this chapter, we 
will use the simple term “avoidance” to refer to active 
avoidance (often termed withdrawal) and the terms 
“goal conflict processing” and “behavioral inhibition” 
to refer to passive avoidance. This is an important 
functional distinction, as these two forms of avoid-
ance are mediated by different, and partially oppos-
ing, systems of behavior regulation.1,2

It is important to distinguish more general, positively 
motivated, goal-directed, behavior from object-specific 
consummatory behaviors (e.g., eating, drinking, and 
mating). Likewise, direct or very close contacts with spe-
cific affectively negative objects require specific defen-
sive behaviors (e.g., attacking an enemy or avoiding 
contact with fluids from an Ebola corpse). There can be 
individual differences in these object-specific systems 
(with extreme sensitivity seen in clinical conditions 
such as uncontrollable aggression and stimulus-specific 
phobia). However, once there is even a moderate dis-
tance between the organism and the object, the adaptive 
requirements for approach or avoidance become essen-
tially independent of the specific object—allowing us to 
talk about more general systems of approach and avoid-
ance that are separate from specific consummatory and 
defensive reactions. Evolution, therefore, has shaped 
what can be seen as two general systems dedicated to 
approach and avoidance, respectively; reflecting the fun-
damental nature of these systems, they are represented 
in the major traits of personality.

1.1  Positive and Negative Goals

An important concept in dealing with mammalian 
approach and avoidance systems is the idea that they 
process goal representations. The nature of this internal 
representation needs some explanation and should be 
kept completely separate from the “goals” that people 
often attribute to behaviors in terms of external function 
(obtaining the food at the end of the runway) or evolu-
tionary explanations (achieving survival).

The simplest approach behaviors can be controlled by 
the detection of gradients rather than by goal representa-
tions. A bacterium will approach food through the detec-
tion of, for example, chemical gradients in its immediate 
environment. It has receptors that can detect the strength 
of a signal (you can think of this as a smell or taste with 
chemicals) and move in the direction of increasing sig-
nal strength. Similarly, a simple multicelled organism 
can essentially scan gradients of physical stimuli by 

taking a twisting path through its environment or, when 
it is close to the source, by wagging its head or body. It 
then heads in the direction where the signal is strongest, 
which should ultimately lead it to its food even though it 
has no information as to the particular location at which 
it will ultimately arrive. Avoidance behavior can also be 
governed by gradients. For many organisms, being in 
the light is dangerous. So even simple detection of light 
strength allows the organism to move in the opposite 
direction and find safety (Figure 1).

These kinds of movement, controlled by a local gra-
dient, are called “taxes”3 (pronounced tack-seize). Taxes 
are often taken to involve a reaction to only very simple 
stimulus aspects—so that light intensity (as in Figure 1) 
would be included but visual stimuli that depend on 
form would not.3,4 Critically, taxes are not goal-directed 
in the sense that the series of individual behavioral steps 
are not determined by a single internal representation 
of their endpoint. Although each behavioral step can be 
viewed with the goal of reducing the current light level, 
the final point at which the animal comes to a halt is sim-
ply the point at which such a sequence self-terminates 
and is not represented internally. That is, the maggot fol-
lows a path determined by the local gradients even if that 
is a circuitous route and does not terminate in the dark-
est place in the environment, whereas a rat controlled by 
a goal-representation will often take a straight-line path 
through a strongly lit area to reach the darkest area. So, 
as external observers, we can often see taxes as causing 
an organism to reach a “goal” (in a functional and/or 
evolutionary sense), but the behavior of the organism 
itself is not driven by an internal representation of the 
end state of the sequence of behaviors.

So, what is a goal for an organism? What kind of 
internal representation is a goal? Imagine you are a hun-
gry rat and you have just been placed in a T maze by 
an experimenter. If you are hungry and you know from 
previous experience that there is food and it is at the end 
of one arm, then that particular food-bearing arm will be 
a goal for you. The other arm does not have food and so 
is not a goal for you at the moment. Likewise, if the food 
is moved to the other arm (and you know that it has been 
moved), that arm will now become your goal. However, 
if you are not hungry, even the arm with food will not be 
a goal, and you will probably decide to curl up in the end 
of the start arm and have a snooze (experimenters often 
test rats in the day time, which is the time they normally 
sleep). A goal, therefore, has both cognitive/identifying 
and motivational/consummatory properties. Its cogni-
tive properties distinguish it from other places, times, or 
combinations of stimuli that may have the same motiva-
tional properties (we will refer to each specific set of such 
cognitive properties as a “situation”). Its motivational 
properties derive from the organism’s current need to 
acquire some specific stimulus—food, drink, etc.—and 
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the presence of the relevant motivational stimulus in the 
situation. Importantly, neither the “situation” nor the 
“motivation” by themselves will generate goal-directed 
behavior. It is their compound “goal representation” 
that does so. In contrast, while we can discern “goals” 
for behavior in an evolutionary sense (e.g., the goal of 
random exploration could be said to be the discovery of 
food), this behavior is not goal-directed in the sense that 
behavior is controlled by an internal representation of 
the end point of the behavioral sequence.

To say that an animal has a goal needs some justifica-
tion. How do we know that a rat’s behavior is not sim-
ply the result of taxes or, in the case of complex, learned 
running in a maze, simply a long sequence of stimulus-
response reactions that act like a string of taxes? In an 
experiment where a tone predicted a shock, it was found 
that a sheep lifted its leg off the pad that delivered 
the shock. Had the sheep learned a simple stimulus–
response relationship? If the sheep was turned over so 
its head was on the pad, it lifted its head rather than its 
leg in response to the tone. Even in this very simple case, 
the sheep has clearly learned the relationship between 
the two stimuli and has not learned a fixed “conditioned 
response.”5 Or, suppose you inject a rat with enough 
anesthetic to seriously affect its coordination; it will 
still immediately escape from a box where it has been 
shocked using new movements that can include roll-
ing out of the box.6 Or, if you lesion its motor control 
systems, it can navigate a complex maze perfectly accu-
rately using quite new movements. “The essential point 
here is that the new movements are not stereotyped, but 
selected from variable patterns in such a manner as to 

bring the animal nearer the goal. Furthermore, the new 
patterns are directly and efficiently substituted without 
any random activity.”4 In all these cases, the animals are 
demonstrating control of behavior by an internal repre-
sentation that is a compound of an identifying situation 
and a motivating consummatory stimulus, which calls 
forth whatever behaviors are available to the animal, 
given the situation, to achieve consummation.

We also need to be clear that, in this sense of situation– 
motivation compound, there can be two very different 
types of goals relating to approach or avoidance, which 
can conflict with, or reinforce, each other in the control 
of behavior. The word “goal” is typically used in English 
to signify something we want to achieve in the positive 
sense. As we have already seen, there can be positive and 
negative taxes (with the organism moving to increase 
or decrease the relevant signal, moving up or down its 
gradient, respectively). Likewise, there can be positive 
and negative goals, with the goal creating what might 
be called a “cognitive gradient” that then determines the 
animal’s specific behavior. A positive goal is an attrac-
tor, something to be included in the desired future state;  
a negative goal is a repulsor, something to be excluded 
or avoided in the desired future state.

In the top left-hand panel of Figure 2, a shock or some 
other unpleasant event or object is represented in the 
bottom left-hand corner. If a rat is aware of this danger, 
it will run directly away—shown by the arrows in the 
figure—and the tendency to run will decrease as the rat 
moves away from the object.7 The object is a repulsor. 
The red zone represents all the paths that will be taken 
by any rat, and its grading represents the change in 

FIGURE 1 After feeding, maggots head for the dark. If light comes from the left, it is detected by head receptors when the maggot turns its 
body up (point 1), making it turn away (point 2). Successive turns away from the light take the maggot to the right (dotted track). At point 3, the 
light instead comes from the top. Turns away from the light now move the maggot downwards. Based on Figure 7.3 in Hinde.4
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running strength, resulting from the cognitive gradient 
created by the rat’s internal representation of the danger. 
Conversely, in the top right-hand panel is the equiva-
lent representation of the paths taken by a rat running 
to food, or some other attractor, that is in the top right 
hand corner of the rectangular box. The only substan-
tive difference between the shock and the food is that 
the direction of movement, relative to the gradient, is the 
opposite—as with positive and negative taxes.

Whether behavior is controlled by a positive or nega-
tive goal can be difficult to determine without careful 
analysis. It might seem obvious that danger is nega-
tive. However, when faced with danger (such as a cat), a 
rat may be motivated to seek safety (its home burrow), 
which constitutes a positive goal. In many threatening 
situations then, both avoidance of danger and approach 
to safety can occur. Typically, when close to danger, the 
rat will avoid it (moving directly away from the danger 
because any other path will take it closer to the cat and 
increase the chance of being caught), and when close to 
its burrow, it will head straight for that. The result (Fig-
ure 2, bottom panel) will be a curvilinear path in the sim-
plest cases with the initial running being avoidance of 
the negative goal of danger and the later running being 
approach to the positive goal of safety. With several 
examples of the same situation and with an animal start-
ing in different positions, we can determine the nature 
of the controlling goal from the set of trajectories. If they 
diverge from a point (as in Figure 2, top left), then they 
are controlled by a negative goal and if they converge 
(top right), then they are controlled by a positive goal.

1.2  Valuation versus Motivation

The positive or negative nature of a goal is not deter-
mined just by whether the stimulus generating the situa-
tion is itself positive or negative. In the example that we 
just considered of the rat fleeing the cat, the presence of 
the cat generates a negative goal at one point in space, 
but the absence of the cat (guaranteed by the nature 
of the burrow) generates a positive goal in the burrow 
entrance. (If there is no burrow, then the rat will simply 
run directly away from the negative goal—as in the top 
left panel of Figure 2—until it reaches the limits of the 
apparatus since there is no safe place to attract it.)

The capacity of a single class of motivational stimuli 
to give rise to opposite goals in different circumstances 
is most obvious with consummatory stimuli (like food 
and water) and in economic experiments. The presenta-
tion of a positive stimulus produces positive goals, but 
the omission of expected food, omission of expected 
water, loss of money, and any other negative contingen-
cies of positive events generate the aversive state of frus-
tration.8–10 The situation linked to omission or loss will 
therefore be associated with negative motivation, and 

so their compound will be a negative goal. When the 
same situation occurs in the future, it will then gener-
ate avoidance, thereby reducing exposure to frustration. 
An important point here is that the immediate experi-
ence of frustration produces escape,11 fighting,8 learned 
avoidance, and many other responses that are also typi-
cal of the immediate experience of pain.12 In general, the 
omission of negative and positive events can be treated 
as having the same effects as the presentation of positive 
and negative events, respectively.

The idea that omission of a positive event creates a 
negative goal in exactly the same way as presentation 
of a negative event requires one caveat—the two out-
comes do not have the same value. For an event to affect 
behavior, it must first be valued. This value, for any 
given object, will vary with both time and the particular 
individual. Gorgonzola cheese will have a high positive 
value for many hungry adults but will usually have a 
high negative value for young children. Likewise, a rat 
that is not hungry will not value food highly (i.e., will 
not work hard to obtain it), and a rat that has undergone 
taste aversion conditioning for a particular flavor will 
not value a food with that flavor but will value other 
food. You might think that a specific object (like a dollar) 

FIGURE 2 Diagrammatic representation of cognitive gradients cre-
ated by shock (top left), by food (top right), and by the combination of 
danger and safety (bottom). The solid arrows represent the direction of 
movement of a rat located at the base of the arrow. The dashed curves 
represent the path taken by a rat from danger to safety (see text).
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will have the same value, whether it is being gained or 
lost—after all, it is the most fungible of all stimuli. But it 
turns out that, in a wide range of situations, a lost dollar 
is treated as having greater value than a gained dollar. 
That is, someone will work harder to avoid a dollar loss 
than they will to make a dollar gain. This important and 
very general phenomenon, discovered in behavioral eco-
nomics,13–15 is termed loss aversion.

Individual differences in valuation are often not 
important for scores obtained in experiments in which 
some manipulation affects approach or avoidance. For 
example, individual variation in hunger drive among a 
group of rats will simply increase variation in the run-
ning speed within a group and will not, in the absence 
of sampling biases, change the difference between the 
means of the groups. However, there are times when 
we may want a full understanding of the effects of indi-
vidual variations in approach and avoidance tenden-
cies. There are often times, in particular, when we want 
to assess the long-term sensitivities of approach and 
avoidance systems (i.e., individual personality traits). If 
so, we will want to take account of both the valuation 
of specific objects (via their specific exchange rates in 
relation to the single internal currency on which choices 
are based) and whether the situation involves a posi-
tive or negative contingency with the occurrence of the 
object (Figure 3). If we use only positive objects to assess 
trait approach, our measures will be confounded by the 
variation in trait positive valuation. It should also be 

noted that valuation, as we have used it here, involves 
an essential interaction between “wanting” and “liking”  
components of a positively valued object that have  
different neural correlates.16,17

1.3  Goal Interactions, Gradients,  
and Goal Conflict

Approach and avoidance behavior are fairly simple to 
understand when there is only one goal. However, when 
more than one goal is available, we need to consider the 
way goal gradients interact and the special effects that 
occur when goals are in conflict with each other.

We have already seen one simple example of interac-
tion between two goals. The rat first fleeing from the cat 
and then racing toward safety (Figure 2) has two com-
patible goals. Which goal is in control depends on the 
rat’s position and the fact that the effect of a goal has a 
gradient (i.e., a decrease in the strength of the effect of 
the goal on behavior as distance increases). These gra-
dients are represented by the fading of the colors with 
distance from the points at which each goal is located. In 
one sense, it is obvious that a rat should first run directly 
away from a cat, as this means it is least likely to get 
caught. However, more mechanistically, we can say that, 
at a very short distance, the effect of the cat is strong and 
so produces avoidance, while the effect of very distant 
safety is weak and so produces minimal approach. The 
reverse is true at the other end of the rat’s trajectory: at 

FIGURE 3 Relations between external amount, contingency, and value. An external item will have a specific amount (e.g., one entire cake) 
that, together with the current level of drive (which acts like a currency exchange rate) for that kind of item for that person, determines its pri-
mary internal value (thickness of arrows in first column). As shown for the case of $1, this interacts with whether the item will be gained or lost 
to determine the direction and size of its internal value as ultimately measured by the effect on behavior. The direction of this effect is reversed if 
the gain or loss is omitted. Loss (removal from a store of items) is most easily controlled with money but will also occur when, for example, one 
rat steals the food from another rat.
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intermediate distances, we see a balance of push and 
pull in operation, with both tendencies generating much 
the same running movements.

The notion of the diminution of the strength of a goal 
with distance is intuitively obvious. But it has also been 
demonstrated in a range of experiments18 that test, for 
example, how strongly a rat fitted with a harness will 
pull to move toward a positive goal or away from a 
negative one.19 A similar diminution is seen with delays 
between action and the achievement of a goal—a phe-
nomenon referred to in behavioral economics as “tempo-
ral discounting,” which shows a gain/loss asymmetry20 
similar to that shown with simple value.

A more problematic interaction, from the point of view 
of both the organism and the experimenter, is the inter-
action between incompatible goals. The theoretically 
simplest example is what is called approach-avoidance 
conflict. For example, if a hungry rat is placed in one end 
of a straight alley and knows there is food in the goal box 
at the other end, it will run to this positive goal. How-
ever, if we also arrange it so that it will receive a shock 
in the goal box, the resultant behavior is not simple. 
With a weak shock, it will run slower but still reach the 
goal box. With a moderate shock, however, it will start 
to run, slow down as it gets closer to the goal box, and 
then dither to-and-fro. None of this can be explained by 
a simple economic calculation that subtracts the intrinsic 
value of the shock from that of the food, which would 
result in the rat either not running at all (receiving nei-
ther food nor shock) or always running all the way to the 
goal box (receiving shock but also food).

To understand approach-avoidance conflict, we need 
to look at the nature and interaction of the positive and 
negative goal gradients affecting the rat. The experiments 
with rats in harnesses19 demonstrated that the fall-off with 
distance of the power of a goal is much greater for a nega-
tive one than a positive one. These gradients and their 
summative interaction7,21,22 are shown in Figure 4. Ini-
tially, because its gradient is shallow, the positive goal (the 
memory of food) attracts the rat. In the absence of shock, 
the rat would run progressively faster as it got nearer to 
the goal box. But, part way down the runway, the nega-
tive goal (the memory of shock) begins to affect the rat, 
slowing it down and making its path less direct. If the 
shock is strong enough, so that the negative goal is more 
highly valued than the positive goal when the rat is in the 
goal box, then at a point before the goal box is reached, 
the approach tendency and the avoidance tendency will 
be equal, and the rat will not reach the goal box.

Approach-avoidance conflict does not simply make 
the rat stop running. The positive and negative values 
do not just cancel out, leaving the rat unmotivated. 
Instead, at the balance point, the rat will dither between 
approach and avoidance, turning first away and then 
back toward the goal box (dashed path in Figure 4).  

(We also dither, experiencing strong emotion, as we 
wonder “should I stay or should I go,” etc.) Approach- 
avoidance conflict will also often produce what appears to 
be completely irrelevant behavior, such as grooming. This 
is technically termed “displacement activity,”3 and you 
are likely to have experienced this in yourself: chewing  
your nails as you worry about what to do or pacing up 
and down as you wait for a challenging interview.

The novel behavioral patterns elicited by approach-
avoidance conflict and the effects of antianxiety drugs 
on them, but not in simple avoidance,23 show that a third 
system, beyond the approach and avoidance systems, 
is involved. Termed the “Behavioral Inhibition System” 
(BIS), and described in considerable detail by Gray,1,18,24 
this system has outputs that inhibit the behavior that 
would be generated by the positive and negative goals 
(without reducing the activation of the goals themselves), 
increases arousal and attention (generating exploration 
and displacement activities), and increases the strength 
of avoidance tendencies (i.e., increases fear and risk aver-
sion). Increased avoidance during goal conflict is adaptive 
since, faced with risk, failing to obtain food or some other 
positive goal is likely to be easy to make up at another 
time, but experiencing danger could have severe conse-
quences. This increase in aversion produced by goal con-
flict is sensitive to anxiolytic drugs. So, if the rat shown 
in Figure 4 is treated with an anxiolytic drug, it will no 
longer dither and will approach closer to, and sometimes 
reach, the goal box25,26—since the drug affects the pas-
sive avoidance generated by goal conflict but not basic 
approach or basic active avoidance tendencies.23

As with approach and active avoidance, the func-
tional requirements of approach-avoidance conflict are 
sufficiently fundamental that passive avoidance appears 

FIGURE 4 Interaction of approach and avoidance gradients. Posi-
tive goals (e.g., cheese for a hungry rat) have an effect on behavior 
that decreases slowly with distance (green). Negative ones (e.g., shock) 
have a steeper gradient (red). Their interaction (graded color in bottom 
panel) means a rat will initially run toward food but then will stop part 
way if there is a shock (see text).
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early in phylogenetic terms, being present in coelenter-
ates27 with anxiolytic benzodiazepine receptors appear-
ing in primitive vertebrates, such as the lungfish, and 
being present in fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and 
mammals.28

1.4  Hierarchical Control

An important feature of neural systems is that they are 
hierarchically organized. Both in terms of evolution and 
development, neural systems must fulfill preexisting 
adaptive requirements while adding the machinery for 
more sophisticated functions. As a result, higher order 
circuits are overlaid on lower order ones, and whether 
behavior is controlled by a quick and dirty, or slow and 
sophisticated, circuit can depend on time pressure.29 For 
example (Figure 5), incoming information can be evalu-
ated quickly, but only sparsely, in the thalamus. If an 
important stimulus (e.g., a potential danger) is detected, 
a signal can be sent directly (and so immediately) to the 
amygdala, which can start taking action. The incom-
ing information is then passed to the cortex for more 
detailed (and so slower) processing. If the cortex con-
firms the thalamic evaluation, action (e.g., avoidance) 
is continued; if it disconfirms, then different action can 
be initiated. Critically, in the bulk of situations, raising a 
false alarm has few consequences, while a slow response 
to a real threat can be fatal; this is a variant of the “Life-
Dinner Principle,” namely that it is better to sacrifice 
one’s dinner than one’s life.30

With the generation of either approach or avoidance 
behavior, the control of simple motor acts and of larger 
scale actions is essentially independent of the type of 
goal. Running through a doorway involves the same 
basic perceptual-motor requirements whether you are 
attempting to leave one room because there is a snake 
in it or enter the next room to get the last cookie before 
your friends reach it. There is, therefore, a simple hierar-
chical organization of control systems, from act to action 
to goal31–33 (Figure 6), which means that neuroimaging 
can focus on particular levels of the system when asking 
specific levels of questions.

The most immediate control is of what we will 
call “acts.” These are selected in more posterior parts 
of frontal cortex close to the primary motor strip– 
supplementary motor area/SMA and Area 8 (including 
frontal eye control fields). (For details of the numbered 
cytoarchitectonic cortical areas defined by Brodmann, 
see the Figures provided in most neuropsychology 
text books, e.g., Kolb & Wishaw34 Figures 1–10, Bear, 
Connors and Paradiso35 Figure 7.26.) Sets of acts make 
up “actions,” which require deeper levels of process-
ing (i.e., requiring more computational layers or more 
recursive cycles between a fixed set of layers). These are 
selected in parts of dorsolateral and lateral orbitofrontal 

cortex (OFC)—among the many other functions of OFC. 
Sets of actions, in turn, are shaped by goals, which not 
only require even deeper processing but also include 
a motivational component, distinguishing between  
positive and negative valence. Goals are selected by lim-
bic areas (anterior cingulate/ACC, prelimbic, infralim-
bic, and medial OFC). These act/action/goal control 
systems can be viewed as hierarchically organized, not 
only because of the progressive ordering of their func-
tions, but also because they are interconnected and 
progress from the most recent isocortex through to the 
oldest allocortex and because they all have the same 
fundamental pattern of connections with subcortical 
structures (Figure 6). Analysis of approach/avoidance 
(as opposed to generic motor control independent of the 
goal) is therefore analysis of the way activity in limbic 
systems controls other aspects of the brain.

A final important aspect of hierarchical control—the 
matching of psychological to neural hierarchy—has 
been most studied in relation to avoidance and behav-
ioral inhibition. Careful analysis of the behaviors of rats 
faced with cats in the laboratory determined that spe-
cific avoidance-related behaviors occurred when there 
were different distances between the rat and the cat.37–40 
Defensive distance reflects both a negative goal gradient 
of the type we have already discussed and a hierarchy 
of behavioral responses ranging from quick and dirty to 
slow and sophisticated. Importantly for neuroimaging, 
this behavioral hierarchy maps to a similar hierarchy of 
neural structures ranging from caudal (and phylogeneti-
cally old) to rostral (and phylogenetically recent).41,42 We 
have suggested2 that the systems controlling avoidance 
and behavioral inhibition can be seen as having a paral-
lel hierarchical organization of this type (Figure 7(A)), 
where the position on the gradient of defensive dis-
tance determines the neural level that will be maximally 

FIGURE 5 Quick and dirty perceptual processing in parallel with 
slow and sophisticated. Initial partial processing by the thalamus pro-
duces a quick, potentially wrong, response. Slower processing through 
the visual cortex will be more accurate but not desirable if survival 
depends on speed. Based on Ledoux.29



FIGURE 6 (A) Acts, actions, and goals are processed by different, interacting levels of the frontal cortex. These can be seen as parallel systems 
and have similar topographic relationships with the same subcortical areas.31–33 Abbreviations: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; OFC = orbital 
frontal cortex; SMA = supplementary motor area. (B) A more detailed picture of goal processing areas that process reward-related information, 
showing the retention of topographic organization (yellow-red arrows) of the direct connections of the various cortical areas to the basal ganglia,  
specifically the ventral striatum. They are also less directly connected via a range of other areas (brown arrows). Reprinted by permission from  
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Neuropsychopharmacology,36 copyright (2009).

FIGURE 7 (A) Hierarchical organization of avoidance and behavioral inhibition (BIS) in terms of behavior and neural level. Lower levels process 
small defensive distances; higher levels process greater ones (i.e., negative events that are more distant in space or time). Activation tends to spread 
through the whole system (double-headed black arrows) but strong activation of a higher level (e.g., avoidance) inhibits (single-headed arrows) 
the behavioral output from (but not the activation of) lower levels (e.g., escape). (Adapted from McNaughton and Corr.2) (B) Postulated equivalent 
organization of approach.36,43,44 Abbreviations: PAG = periaqueductal gray; OFC = orbital frontal cortex.
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activated and in control of behavior, and the presence 
of a sufficiently strong conflicting approach tendency 
will switch control from the avoidance system to the 
BIS. Although this has been less explicitly elaborated, it 
appears that the approach system (often referred to as 
the behavioral approach system, or BAS) has a similar 
hierarchical organization16,36 (Figure 7(B)).

As with the motor control system, appropriate inputs 
activate multiple modules (anatomically localized pro-
cessing units) within these systems both via direct input 
and via reciprocal connections between the modules. 
The selection of a particular module for the control of 
behavior essentially involves a release from inhibition 
(allowing control to pass quickly between modules that 
are already primed to produce output). Where a higher 
level module controlling more sophisticated responses 
(e.g., simple active avoidance) is highly activated, it will 
inhibit the specific behavioral outputs from lower level 
modules controlling quicker and dirtier responses (e.g., 
undirected escape). However, to permit fast switch-
ing between such behaviors and because the behav-
iors share common autonomic requirements, activation 
of the higher order module will not reduce (and can 
increase) the activation of lower order modules. As a 
result, although behavioral output from the lower order 
modules is blocked, other outputs to the sympathetic 
nervous system will still occur.

1.5  From System Architecture to Neuroimaging

On the face of it, the neuroimaging of approach and 
avoidance behaviors could not be simpler: we would 
first develop a task that motivated simple approach and 
simple avoidance, and then we would observe blood-
oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) or electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) signals during the performance of these 
behaviors. We would create a contrast with an appropri-
ate control condition to ensure that we were measuring 
motivation-specific processes. However, our description 
of the complexities of the generation of approach and 
avoidance behavior should warn us against this seduc-
tively simple approach.

Specifically, it can be seen from our overview so far 
that the neuroimaging of approach/avoidance states 
and traits needs to take primary account of three basic 
systems: controlling approach, avoidance, and goal (e.g., 
approach-avoidance) conflict (the BIS). Neuroimaging 
that is intended to be specific to approach, avoidance, or 
conflict also needs to take into account the valuation of 
affective stimuli, which will differ for a gain and a loss 
of the stimulus as well as being transient (e.g., the value 
of food will depend on the current level of hunger). Sim-
ple actions (like running) can fulfill both approach and 
avoidance goals, and so a substantial part of the fron-
tal cortex, basal ganglia, and thalamus can be ignored 

(Figure 6) if we are interested in differences between 
approach and avoidance systems, which we expect to 
involve limbic goal control areas. (That said, the strength 
of activation of the approach, avoidance, and goal con-
flict systems could be assessed via variation in their out-
put to act and action systems in the same way as it can be 
assessed by the strength of behavioral output, e.g., speed 
of running.)

At the state level, for each of approach and avoid-
ance, we should expect activation of specific modules 
of distinct hierarchically organized systems spanning 
the caudal subcortex through to the rostral cortex. The 
specific module (and system) momentarily controlling 
behavior will vary with the location of the animal within 
the current goal gradient(s), as well as with variations 
in the external amount of the motivating stimulus and 
with the internal valuation of that amount. However, 
because of the common inputs from objects in the world 
to different modules and because of reciprocal intercon-
nections between the modules (Figure 7), many modules 
of these systems will be active simultaneously and so, 
to an approximation, we can also expect to detect some 
activation of the system as a whole.

This holistic view of approach and avoidance sys-
tems is even more appropriate at the trait level. Not 
only, as we have noted, are the systems strongly inter-
connected, but there are both evolutionary and phar-
macological reasons for expecting trait modulation to 
often act on each system as a whole rather than target-
ing one specific module. This has important implica-
tions when we consider the neuroimaging of basic 
systems of personality.

First, in adaptive terms, we would expect sensitiv-
ity to motivationally significant stimuli to impact on 
the systems as a whole. In many cases, for example, an 
increase in the intensity of a threat is equivalent to (if 
not caused by) a decrease in defensive distance. Thus 
any trait adjustment (genetically or through develop-
ment or learning) of the general strength of approach 
or avoidance responses will act primarily to determine 
which module of a system is activated at any point in 
time rather than altering only the intensity of activation 
of a single module. More module-specific trait sensitivi-
ties would affect the probability of a particular class of 
output. For example, there could be a selective increase 
in the probability of panic or of obsession to any given 
level of threat input without a change in more general 
threat sensitivity (fearfulness).

Second, pharmacologically, the systems can be 
viewed as relatively homogenous. This is clearest in 
relation to the role of serotonin, noradrenaline, and 
endogenous benzodiazepine ligands in avoidance and 
behavioral inhibition but is likely to be similar in rela-
tion to the role of dopamine and endogenous opiates 
in approach. As shown in Figure 8, the relatively small 
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numbers of serotonin and noradrenaline cells in the 
raphe and locus coeruleus send multiple collaterals 
that innervate essentially the whole of the systems con-
trolling avoidance and behavioral inhibition. Genetic, 
developmental, or situation-related variation in syn-
thesis and release would tend to affect the two systems 
as a whole—essentially altering defensive distance for 
both avoidance and behavioral inhibition. Similarly, 
although there appears to be some variation (see blue 
shading in Figure 8) in the density or effectiveness of 
benzodiazepine receptors among brain areas, endoge-
nous benzodiazepines can essentially impact the whole 
of the BIS, altering goal conflict sensitivity independent 
of defensive distance. Likewise, relatively small num-
bers of dopamine neurons send collateral innervation 
to vast areas of the frontal cortex and basal ganglia and 
so are able to modulate approach systems quite gen-
erally. (Note, however, that the dopamine system does 
not merely control approach behavior; rather, it more 
generally facilitates flexibility in behavior to learn from 
and take advantage of possibilities that arise from fail-
ures of prediction.)47

Module-specific traits could result from more local 
changes in the same systems. For example, pharmaceuti-
cal companies have created compounds that target obses-
sion more than panic, and vice versa. They take advantage 
of differences in the transporter molecules existing in dif-
ferent neural areas to produce area-specific alterations in 

the level of transmitters in the synaptic cleft for any given 
released amount. Genetic variation in transmitter uptake 
among these areas could, therefore, give rise to specific 
traits. Likewise, changes in receptor subtype or density 
within an area would change the postsynaptic effect 
achieved by any particular level of transmitter.

We can expect the state imaging of approach/avoid-
ance to show changes in both the focus and magnitude 
of activation within distinct approach and avoidance 
goal-processing systems (Section 1.1). These changes in 
activation should depend both on changes in valuation 
affected by exchange rate factors, including loss aver-
sion (Section 1.2), and on the location of the individual 
along spatial and temporal gradients (Section 1.3). When 
approach and avoidance goals are concurrently and simi-
larly activated (i.e., the individual is in the range of inter-
section of their opposing goal gradients), the behavioral 
inhibition system will also be activated, in addition to 
the approach and avoidance systems (Section 1.3). With 
trait imaging, we can expect variation to be evident more 
globally across each system (and even between systems) 
and to be dependent on more global (e.g., hormonal) bio-
logical factors. However, the hierarchical organization of 
the systems means that the detection of trait variations 
may be as much a matter of detecting changes in the 
typical neural focus of activation within a system as it is 
a matter of detecting changes in the level of activation of 
a specific module within a system.

FIGURE 8 Pharmacology of avoidance and behavioral inhibition (BIS). Anxiolytic drugs—5HT1A agonists, BDZ—act (blue shading) on struc-
tures of the BIS to reduce the effects of goal conflict but do not affect active avoidance behaviors. More complex forms of anxiety tend to be less 
affected (lighter shading). Panicolytic drugs—via 5HT and NA transporter and breakdown systems—act (purple shading) on structures of the 
avoidance system to reduce panic and avoidance and also on structures of the BIS (where increased 5HT leads to increased 5HT1A activation) to 
reduce goal conflict. Because of variations in the 5HT transporter systems, only some panicolytic drugs also reduce obsessions (lighter shading). 
Abbreviations: 5HT = serotonin; 5HT1A = serotonin 1A receptor; BDZ = benzodiazepine; NA = noradrenaline; OCD = obsessive compulsive disor-
der; PAG = periaqueductal gray; PFC = prefrontal cortex. Adapted from McNaughton.2,45,46
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2. STATE NEUROIMAGING  
OF APPROACH, AVOIDANCE,  

AND GOAL CONFLICT

There is a vast amount of literature looking at the 
details of neural reactions to motivationally significant 
stimuli, choices, and responses. We will provide in this 
section only a brief, high-level overview, placing it in the 
context of the behavioral and neural foundations of goal-
directed approach and avoidance provided in Section 1. 
We will focus on more global, systemic issues as a transi-
tion between the details of the key neural systems that 
we have already reviewed and attempt to assess their 
trait sensitivities, i.e., approach-prone and avoidance-
prone personalities, which we will review in the next 
section.

Human imaging has not generally focused on 
approach or avoidance behavior as such. It has more 
often focused on “reward” or “punishment,” which 
usually blend valuation and learning with approach or 
avoidance behavior. Human imaging has also seldom 
combined both negative and positive events with both 
negative and positive response contingencies. Further, 
in many cases, the neural response to different stimuli 
has been measured without any requirement to gener-
ate behavior. Where behavior is generated, it tends to be 
limited to pressing buttons, as there are strong technical 
reasons for limiting movement during functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) and, although free-mov-
ing radio-transmitted EEG recording is available, the 
bulk of evoked potential and rhythmic EEG recording 
limits movement to reduce artifacts. Current imaging 
paradigms therefore make it difficult to identify signals 
that are specific to goal-directed approach or avoidance 
and are not confounded by other factors.

A further complication is that brain activation in rela-
tion to a motivationally significant event can reflect sev-
eral different aspects of that event. Specifically,48 valence 
(positive/neutral/negative) may be signaled indepen-
dently of amount, salience (increasing with amount) 
may be signaled independently of valence, and value 
(valence x amount) may be signaled selectively for one 
valence with no value variation for the other valence.

The summary provided below largely ignores these 
complications. It lumps gain/reward with approach 
and loss/punishment with avoidance. It blurs the pro-
cessing of upcoming goals with the evaluation of the 
outcomes of responding. Conversely, it focuses on differ-
ences in neural localization, or attempting to distinguish 
approach, avoidance, and goal conflict systems. This 
ignores the complication that there may be strong neural 
overlap between these different types of goal processing 
(with, e.g., lateral OFC, anterior insular cortex, and ACC 
showing valence-independent activations).48 But there is 

also the likelihood that particular subregions may differ-
entiate between approach, avoidance, and goal conflict 
in a way that generates a combined, blurred signal with  
current and relatively poorly localized imaging methods.

2.1  State Neuroimaging of Approach/Reward

As shown in Figure 6, goal-processing areas control 
behavior via links to the striatum,36 and this is a major 
locus where the release of dopamine can alter future 
behavior. It will be significant for Section 3 that altera-
tions in the dopamine system affect a broad range of 
motivated behaviors,16 and so here we will focus first on 
the striatum and dopamine and then consider the goal-
processing areas (Figure 7) on the output of which stria-
tal dopamine can impact.

Imaging studies36,49 show dopamine release linked to 
responses for secondary incentives as well as primary 
incentives, such as pleasant sounds or the simple pre-
sentation of food items to hungry participants. Striatal 
activation is observed prior to monetary choice and is 
maintained by gain more than loss (with value affecting 
dorsal but not ventral striatum and the latter preferen-
tially reacting to gain as compared to loss outcomes). 
However, the striatal response is not mediated by the 
simple delivery of a positive or negative outcome but 
rather reflects whether the associated action is being 
reinforced. Additional data “strongly suggest that the 
human dorsal striatum is involved in reward process-
ing, specifically learning and updating actions that lead 
to reward, rather than representing and identifying 
rewards, a function postulated to occur in frontal cor-
tex.”49 The same appears to be true of the ventral stria-
tum, which may sometimes code “reward prediction 
error.”36 Although reinforcement is important for deter-
mining the specifics of approach (and avoidance) behav-
ior, these data provide no evidence that the basal ganglia 
are part of the specific systems controlling approach, to 
which we turn next.

The lowest level at which positive goals are known to 
be controlled is the lateral hypothalamus (Figure 7(B)). 
Imaging of the hypothalamus50 via scalp EEG is impos-
sible and via fMRI is difficult. It is less than 10 mm across, 
close to the sinuses, and contains different closely adjacent 
nuclei that may show opposite responses to a situation 
and therefore cancel out each other’s signals. However, 
it has been studied to a small extent in the context of sex-
ual arousal51 and appetite control with results that sug-
gest, consistent with Figure 7(B), that it “acts as a central 
gateway modulating homeostatic and nonhomeostatic 
drives.”50 Its activity is reduced by glucose (but not by 
either artificial sweetener or a nonsweet calorific solution) 
and this response is reduced in obese people and absent 
in type 2 diabetics. Its activity appears to be increased by 
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pictures of fattening food and is positively correlated to 
caloric intake.50

The amygdala is activated by food images in hungry 
participants (but not by nonfood images or in satiated 
participants) and by high-calorie items as opposed to 
low calorie items, with a stronger response and weaker 
amygdalar modulation of other areas to high calorie 
items in obese people.50 (The hippocampus is also acti-
vated by food images—this will be dealt with in more 
detail in the section on goal conflict, below.) The “hun-
ger hormone,” ghrelin, also activates the amygdala.50,52 
The amygdala is also activated36,53 by potential rewards, 
and its response decreases with reward devaluation. 
Compared with the ventral striatum, the response of the 
amygdala to reward shows rapid habituation, and the 
extent of activation does not differ from that produced 
by potential punishments when arousal level is con-
trolled. It is also activated during sexual arousal.51 These 
data are consistent with the view that the amygdala is 
important for the processing of positive goal stimuli and 
controls arousal for all motivational systems, both posi-
tive and negative.

The dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), as with 
the other areas we have considered, is activated by food 
relative to nonfood items; is more activated by high 
calorie items in obese people; and, together with other 
aspects of ACC, is involved in sexual arousal.51 How-
ever, dACC (and dorsal prefrontal cortex/PFC) also 
engage in reward processing that is not directly linked 
to valuation (for example, supporting working memory 
for incentives that can then be used for outcome evalu-
ation).36 Indeed, “it has been proposed that the overall 
function of the dACC might involve the use of outcome, 
and particularly reward-related, information to guide 
action selection.”54 This outcome evaluation process, 
however, produces particularly clear activations (with 
fMRI and, particularly, EEG rhythmicity) when there is 
outcome conflict (i.e., when an expected reward is not 
delivered). Thus a major function of dACC (not incon-
sistent with simple outcome evaluation) appears to be 
outcome conflict monitoring.54 As we discussed earlier, 
this outcome conflict (which should not be confused 
with goal conflict, see below) will generate a negative 
goal and will have all the effects expected of an explicit 
punishment. Interpretation of imaging results from 
dACC, therefore, has similar complications to the hypo-
thalamus and amygdala, with both positive and nega-
tive information being processed in what appears to be 
closely adjacent areas.

OFC, as with the other areas we have considered 
above, is activated by visual food as opposed to nonfood 
images and shows a particularly clear differentiation in 
this response between fasted and sated states. It shows a 
high level of functional connectivity with the hypothala-
mus, increased activity in response to ghrelin,52 and in 

general can be considered to be the most significant node 
in the networks encoding the rewarding value of stim-
uli.50 Its posterior part is also activated during sexual 
arousal.51,55 Its more anterior portions are activated by 
more abstract rewards, such as monetary gain.55 Whereas 
medial regions respond to rewards (both in terms of 
magnitude and probability and adjusted for temporal 
discounting), more caudolateral regions respond to pun-
ishments and more rostromedial lateral regions appear 
to be involved in behavioral inhibition.36,48 Medial OFC, 
together with adjacent medial frontal cortex, appears to  
be activated by the expectation of reward and is not  
activated by habitual stimulus-response learning.53

2.2  State Neuroimaging of  
Avoidance/Punishment

Some imaging studies focusing directly on defensive 
behavior have been undertaken and are considered in 
the following paragraph in relation to the entire system 
shown in Figure 7(A). Studies that investigate loss and 
punishment are then briefly discussed in relation to the 
studies of gain and reward reviewed in Section 2.1.

Volunteers in a virtual maze with a virtual predator 
(which could capture them and produce real pain via 
electric shock to a finger) showed activation of ven-
tromedial PFC, rostral ACC and medial OFC, basolat-
eral amygdala, central amygdala, and periaqueductal 
gray (PAG). This activation was strongest in more ros-
tral structures to distal threat and more caudal ones 
to proximal threat—consistent with Figure 7(A).56,57 
Similarly, with simple aversive conditioning of a shock 
with a simple stimulus or a contextual stimulus, there 
was stimulus-related activation in the amygdala and 
hippocampus, respectively,58 whereas with a virtual 
reality context, both amygdala and hippocampal activa-
tion were detected59—also consistent with Figure 7(A) 
(see also Section 2.3). In experimentally induced panic 
attacks, the PAG (and a range of other parts of the upper 
brain stem) and hypothalamus are activated, while 
medial PFC is not, and the ACC can become deactivated. 
This is consistent not only with the rostral-caudal shifts 
observed with decreasing defensive distance, but also 
with the idea that the strong activation of one level of 
the system will tend to reduce the involvement of other 
levels.42 A PAG-hypothalamus-(amygdala)-premotor 
cortex network is activated by video clips of threaten-
ing actions,60 while the anterior midcingulate responds 
to a range of stimuli that generate an intense negative 
effect, ranging from simple pain, through pain anticipa-
tion, the closeness of a spider to a foot, and emotionally 
charged words.61 These results are all consistent with 
the notion of a hierarchically organized active avoidance 
system presented in Figure 7(A). Also consistent with 
the distinction between active avoidance (anxiolytic 
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insensitive) and BIS (anxiolytic sensitive), is the find-
ing that benzodiazepine administration does not reduce 
pain-related activations in the brainstem, ACC, anterior 
and posterior insula, PFC, and other areas.62

The bulk of studies investigating loss or punishment 
in the same types of experiments as they investigate gain 
or reward involve the omission of the loss/punishment 
under conditions where it is difficult to distinguish the 
avoidance of danger from the approach to safety (Sec-
tion 1). With this caveat, there is evidence for affectively 
negative activation in the amygdala, ACC, and more 
caudolateral aspects of OFC.36,48 Explicit manipulation 
of the strength of unconditioned frustration (theoreti-
cally equivalent to punishment) activates PAG, amyg-
dala, dACC and insula.63 However, the areas controlling 
approach and avoidance may be difficult to distin-
guish.48 With rewarding and punishing outcomes (as 
opposed to goal-oriented anticipation), activation can 
be virtually ubiquitous both with very little distinction 
between them and a capacity “for positive and nega-
tive outcomes to directly influence neural processing 
throughout nearly the entire brain.”64

2.3  State Neuroimaging of Goal Conflict

Goal conflict is, in principle, more complex than sim-
ple approach or avoidance. But it has been subjected to 
much more extensive theoretical and neuropsychologi-
cal analysis (Section 1.3), and critically, the actions of 
anxiolytic drugs have distinguished the BIS from simple 
approach and avoidance systems and so can be used to 
validate behavioral tests across species and dissect BIS-
related (conflict) activations from those produced by a 
simple threat. However, it should be noted that one of 
the effects of BIS activation is to amplify avoidance ten-
dencies.1,2 Areas that are activated both by conflict and 
in simple avoidance tasks will clearly be involved in 
generating BIS-related output but cannot be definitively 
assigned as parts of the BIS itself, unlike those activated 
solely by conflict.

A recent, 2014, particularly explicit assessment of 
approach-avoidance conflict activation in humans used 
monetary tokens to generate approach and a virtual 
predator capable of causing the loss of a large number of 
tokens. Consistent with their BIS-theory-based hypoth-
eses (see Figures 7 and 8), there was a linear correlation 
between the level (probability of loss) of imposed threat 
and the size of BOLD response in the left anterior hip-
pocampus. There may also have been activation in the 
adjacent amygdala. Reliable (whole brain corrected) acti-
vations were also seen in right inferior frontal gyrus/
insula, bilateral parahippocampal gyrus, and right fusi-
form gyrus. Interestingly, they confirmed the functional 
status of the hippocampal activations by showing that 
patients with a hippocampal lesion showed reduced 

approach-avoidance conflict in the same task.65 Animal 
work has also linked contextual but not simple cued 
fear conditioning to the BIS. Consistent with this, the 
right amygdala, ACC, and insula (see also Section 2.4) 
were activated by a simple cue, as well as by the con-
text during conditioning with a shock to the forearm 
as an unconditional stimulus. In contrast, the left hip-
pocampus was activated only in the context condition.58 
Contextual conditioning (but without a simple cue as a 
contrast) with foot shock has also been reported to acti-
vate the right anterior hippocampus (as well as a range 
of other structures).59 A potential predator threat has 
also been contrasted with direct predator interaction in 
a task with a virtual predator delivering delayed shocks. 
This contrast should specifically assess areas involved 
in the BIS, as it controls for more general threat detec-
tion and avoidance. Potential rather than direct predator 
interaction involved posterior cingulate cortex, bilateral 
hippocampus, hypothalamus, and amygdala (all con-
sistent with Figure 7), as well as ventromedial PFC and 
subgenual ACC.57

Go/No-Go is a simple test of response inhibition with 
clear “involvement of a right prefrontal region, compris-
ing the posterior part of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) 
and the adjacent part of the middle frontal gyrus (MFG) 
in the inhibitory process. …The anterior cingulate gyrus 
is also commonly activated … but has been attributed 
a more generic role of selective, executive attention 
and performance monitoring, which is consistent with 
the finding of its activation in particular during failed 
inhibition trials.”66 In contrast to more lateral regions of 
lateral OFC (Section 3), more rostromedial regions of lat-
eral OFC appear to be involved in behavioral inhibition 
generally.36,48

Anxiolytic drug effects are generally consistent with 
the picture provided by simple conflict-related activa-
tions. Benzodiazepines, specific serotonin reuptake 
inhibitors (SSRIs), and, to some extent, pregabalin reduce 
threat-related activation in the amygdala, insula (see Sec-
tion 2.4), and medial PFC.67 Benzodiazepine reduced the 
activation generated by the anticipation of pain clearly 
in the right insula/inferior frontal gyrus/superior tem-
poral gyrus but only marginally and nonsignificantly in 
the ACC, while not reducing any activations generated 
by pain itself.62 Delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol reduces 
Go/No-Go activation differences in the right inferior 
frontal gyrus and ACC.66

The most theoretically driven experiments attempt-
ing to image the BIS have involved the use of EEG. The 
detailed neuropsychological theory of the BIS1,2 has, at its 
core, the fact that, without any false positive or negatives 
so far, all clinically effective anxiolytic drugs (including 
those that have no effect on panic or depression) reduce the 
frequency of hippocampal rhythmical slow activity (RSA, 
5–12 Hz in the rat, likely somewhat lower in humans).68
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“We developed a human homologue of rat RSA as a bio-
marker for BIS hyper-reactivity[/anxiety]. Hippocampal depth 
recording is impractical for assessing [BIS activity] in humans. 
However, in rats, rhythmicity in frontal cortex becomes coher-
ent (phase-locked) with hippocampal RSA during risk assess-
ment behaviours.69 Since the hippocampus itself shows RSA 
even when it is not in control of behaviour, this outflow of RSA 
to PFC should be more predictive of BIS functional output and 
act as a better biomarker than hippocampal recording. We there-
fore searched for rhythmicity in human frontal cortex that was 
generated by goal (approach-avoidance) conflict and sensitive 
to anxiolytic drugs.

We measured human scalp EEG during approach, conflict, 
and avoidance, subtracting the average power in approach 
and avoidance from conflict to measure goal – conflict-specific 
rhythmicity (GCSR). We found GCSR at a right frontal cor-
tex site (F8).70,71 Right frontal cortex (particularly the infe-
rior frontal gyrus) controls stopping72–75 (a major output 
of the BIS) in the Stop Signal Task (SST)76. …We used the 
SST to extract GCSR from F8 and found that this corre-
lated positively with both trait anxiety and neuroticism.77 
Critically, we later showed that F8 GCSR was reduced 
by both benzodiazepine and 5HT1A drugs78 that share,  
in the clinic, only BIS and not [avoidance] or antidepressant 
actions. So, right frontal GCSR elicited in the SST task in hu-
mans is pharmacologically homologous to RSA elicited by 
electrical stimulation in rats.” McNaughton45, p. 140
  

2.4  “A Link between the Systems”—State  
Neuroimaging of the Insula

In the previous sections, we have mentioned only 
in passing one structure that is routinely activated in 
tasks involving goals:48,53 the insula. The previous sec-
tions reviewed systems that are likely to be specifically 
involved in goal-directed approach, avoidance, or con-
flict and that are likely to be distinguished either in 
terms of the large-scale structures involved (e.g., hip-
pocampus) or in terms of the specific nuclei involved 
within a structure (e.g., within the amygdala). The insula 
is a “distinct, but entirely hidden lobe… (mostly) recip-
rocally connected with the amygdala, and with many 
limbic and association cortical areas, and is implicated 
in an astonishingly large number of widely different 
functions, ranging from pain perception and speed pro-
duction to the processing of social emotions.”79 It acts 
as a major network hub,80,81 which can be viewed as a 
“limbic integration cortex.”82 Rather than specifically 
supporting approach, avoidance, conflict, or any more 
complex aspect of goal processing, the anterior insula 
in particular81 appears to act as a “link between the sys-
tems,”83 allowing a mixed readout from the motivational 
activations of all of them.

The anterior insula appears to be involved in at least 
the initial aspects of goal processing, particularly valu-
ation. Ghrelin (see also Section 2.1) activates anterior 
insula.52 Reward anticipation activates the anterior 
insula more than reward outcome.84 The anterior insula 

has activations related to the subjective value of rewards 
independent of type,55 to sexual arousal,85 to the values 
of losses,48 and to the proximity of threat.86 Variations 
in loss aversion between people are mirrored by valu-
ation-related differences in activation to gain and loss 
in the insula.20 Risk, in many different forms, activates 
the anterior insula,87 and risk averse people show stron-
ger anterior insula responses in anticipation of high risk 
gambles.88

Overall, the anterior insula, despite some parcela-
tion and differentiation, appears to be “instrumental 
in integrating disparate functional systems involved in 
processing affect, sensory-motor processing and gen-
eral cognition and is well suited to provide an interface 
between feelings, emotion and cognition.”89 Suggested 
integrative functions include the following: (a) “mediat-
ing dynamic interactions between other large-scale brain 
networks involved in externally oriented attention and 
internally oriented or self-related cognitions… [so as to 
mark salient] events for additional processing and initi-
ate appropriate control signals … to guide behavior”;90 
and (b) integrating “different qualities into a coher-
ent experience of the world and setting the context for 
thoughts and actions.”83 It appears, then, to be an area 
where the outputs of approach, avoidance, and conflict 
systems can become integrated rather than being a part 
of any one of those systems or having separate zones 
within it dedicated to each.

Despite its apparent role in integrating across the 
motivational systems, there may be reason to see the 
insula as particularly important for anxiety in general 
(the BIS in particular). Its likely role in monitoring higher 
levels of the motivational systems and “initiating appro-
priate control signals” clearly includes involvement in 
anxious anticipation,86 and the equivalent of the conflict-
monitoring and resolution functions of the BIS. Like 
the BIS, its dysfunction has been specifically linked to 
phobic and anxious disorders.91 It is also closely associ-
ated with the right inferior frontal gyrus, which makes a 
major contribution to response inhibition92 in distinction 
to mesial PFC, which is more involved in error detec-
tion,93 and to ACC, which is more involved in outcome 
conflict monitoring.54,94

The insula also contains both benzodiazepine95 
and 5HT1A96 receptors. An indication of their likely 
function is given by the fact that the benzodiazepine, 
midazolam, reduces anterior insula activation by antic-
ipated pain but not by pain itself.62 Likewise, benzo-
diazepines and SSRIs (and to some extent pregabalin) 
reduce threat-related activation in the insula.67 The 
presence of direct targets for different types of anx-
iolytic in the insula raises the possibility that it may 
contain frontal components of the BIS. (The neuropsy-
chology of the BIS, see Figure 7, has not been worked 
out in detail for the frontal cortex.)
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However, the insula appears to go beyond simple goal 
conflict even in its involvement in inhibitory control,32 
and it has been proposed as part of “a ventral system, 
including the amygdala, insula, ventral striatum, ventral 
ACC, and PFC, for identification of the emotional sig-
nificance of a stimulus, production of affective states, 
and automatic regulation of emotional responses [and 
not part of] a dorsal system, including the hippocampus, 
dACC, and PFC, for the effortful regulation of affective 
states and subsequent behavior.”97,98 On this view, it  
would be quite distinct from the BIS, which has the  
hippocampus as its most important node.

3. TRAIT NEUROIMAGING  
OF APPROACH, AVOIDANCE,  

AND GOAL CONFLICT

Psychological traits describe a variation in the likeli-
hood of being in particular classes of states, and much 
of this variation is assumed to be due to differences in 
the sensitivities or strengths of the systems that gener-
ate the relevant states in response to appropriate elicit-
ing stimuli.99 Traits that reflect variation specifically in 
approach or avoidance behavior, therefore, are hypoth-
esized to stem from variation in the systems described 
above as underlying approach- and avoidance-related 
states. Investigating this hypothesis requires testing 
whether traits are associated with relevant neurobiologi-
cal parameters.

For three reasons, trait research is more difficult than 
research designed to understand the nature of approach 
and avoidance systems as such. First, much larger sam-
ple sizes are required in order to have sufficient statistical 
power to test associations with individual differences, 
relative to the samples required for comparing the oper-
ation of a particular brain system under different con-
ditions in the same individuals. Second, an additional 
type of measure must be included in the research—that 
is, measures of traits, which must be validated as mea-
suring a reasonably stable pattern of behavior over an 
extended period of time. Third, neurobiological param-
eters that can adequately explain trait variation must 
themselves be reasonably stable over time. This requires 
proof that measures of those parameters are sufficiently 
trait-like.

The field of personality neuroscience is sufficiently 
new that at least two of those three requirements have 
not been met in much of the existing scientific literature. 
First, many MRI and positron emission tomography 
(PET) studies have used such small samples that their 
findings are of little evidentiary value. This is because 
underpowered samples not only increase the likeli-
hood of false negatives, in which a real effect cannot be 
detected as statistically significant, they also increase 

the proportion of significant findings that are false posi-
tives, in which an effect that has been detected as signifi-
cant does not in fact exist. The latter problem is a direct 
result of sampling variability—the smaller the sample, 
the more likely it is to be so unrepresentative of the gen-
eral population as to yield, by chance, a parameter value 
large enough to be significant when the true value is, in 
fact, close to zero (or even far from zero in the opposite 
direction).

Unfortunately for the study of individual differences, 
correlations are particularly susceptible to outliers, and 
close to 200 participants are necessary to achieve 80% 
power to detect the average effect in personality research 
(r = 0.21,100 which is similar to the typical effect size in 
psychology more generally).101 In the last few years, sam-
ple sizes in personality neuroscience have been increas-
ing, but there is still relatively little trustworthy existing 
research to review. The median sample size in a random 
sample of 241 neuroimaging papers published after 2007 
was 15.102 Many of these were studies of within-person 
effects (though even for within-person research, 15 is 
typically inappropriately small), but many correlational 
studies have also been published with samples smaller 
than 20, and these should not be trusted.

Additionally, most neural variables have not been 
examined in terms of their test-retest reliability. If a 
measure is not reliable as an index of a stable param-
eter, then it is not trait-like and, therefore, probably can-
not be systematically linked to any given trait, even if 
the system being measured is genuinely related to that 
trait. Some research has begun on the test-retest reli-
ability of MRI assessments, and additional work in this 
vein will be crucial for the advancement of personality 
neuroscience.103–105

In contrast to neuroimaging variables, trait measures, 
especially questionnaire measures, are much more likely 
to have been validated as having sufficient test-retest 
reliability. Still, questionnaire measures have limitations 
of their own. Various biases may influence the way that 
people respond to questionnaires, and the best question-
naire assessment can be achieved by including peer rat-
ings in addition to self-ratings.106,107 Other methods of 
trait assessment exist, using decision-making or behav-
ioral tasks instead of questionnaires, but these have been 
much less extensively developed. One example of a task 
that has been validated as having trait stability is a deci-
sion-based assessment of temporal discounting.108,109

One obvious limitation of all psychological trait 
measures is that they do not reveal the neurobiological 
systems underlying the behavior they assess. For this 
reason, labeling questionnaires with the names of neural 
systems is potentially misleading. The widely used BIS/
BAS scales,110 for example, do not measure and have not  
been tested against the sensitivity of BIS (see Section 2.3)  
and BAS as neural systems. They assess patterns of  
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behavior and emotional experience that their authors 
hypothesized to be linked to BIS and BAS sensitivity. At 
this early stage of personality neuroscience, we should 
not assume the very hypotheses that need to be tested. 
The question of how the approach, avoidance, behav-
ioral inhibition, and other neural systems are responsible 
for the variation in traits is precisely what the field must 
strive to discover.

Neuroimaging research to test whether various traits 
are related to these neural systems has typically been 
carried out using questionnaire measures of traits. Two 
major approaches have been used to develop person-
ality questionnaires: the theoretical approach and the 
empirical approach. In the former, one starts with a trait 
construct identified through observation and theory 
and attempts to develop items rationally. These items 
are then typically winnowed, through psychometrics, 
so as to be sufficiently unidimensional, and the scale is 
often validated by showing convergent and discrimi-
nant validity with other scales and by demonstrating 
that it predicts some hypothetically relevant behavior. 
This is the approach that was used to develop the BIS/
BAS scales, for example.110 The major limitation of this 
approach is that one’s theory and intuitions about what 
items will be good indicators of the construct in ques-
tion may be wrong. One may develop a scale that is reli-
able psychometrically but lacks validity (i.e., that does 
not adequately measure the construct intended) and 
predicts seemingly relevant behaviors for reasons other 
than those dictated by the guiding theory. For example, 
the Autonomic Perception Questionnaire does not relate 
to people’s actual individual capacity to perceive their 
heart rate.111

In empirical questionnaire development, in contrast, 
one starts with a broad pool of variables (items or scales), 
without a priori hypotheses regarding exactly what trait 
dimensions are measured. Factor analysis is then used to 
determine the major dimensions of covariation among 
the variables. With a sufficiently broad and unbiased 
pool of variables (difficult to achieve in practice), this 
approach is theoretically capable of addressing one of 
the central questions of personality research, namely 
which traits tend to manifest together in the same peo-
ple. This approach is crucial for understanding the struc-
ture of personality traits, and it has led to the widely 
used Five-Factor Model or Big Five,112,113 sometimes 
extended to include a sixth factor.114 Such models are 
important because they identify the major dimensions 
of personality, but they have the serious limitation that 
they reveal nothing about the sources of those dimen-
sions. Considerable research at lower (e.g., neural) levels 
is subsequently needed to understand what causes the 
traits in each dimension to covary.115,116

A third approach, which has so far been little used in 
personality neuroscience but is a promising alternative 

to the standard theoretical and empirical approaches, is 
the criterion approach. This approach would start with 
a well-validated biomarker (a trait-like neural parame-
ter) and then identify questionnaire items most strongly 
associated with that variable. This is already possible 
with the BIS.45,117 A scale developed on this approach 
would not only provide new insights regarding the 
behavioral and experiential correlates of the biomarker, 
it would also allow the best possible questionnaire mea-
surement of a neural parameter. Importantly, it is theo-
retically possible that some key, stable, biological source  
of individual differences could be identified first, 
and the nature of its emergent psychological construct  
determined only later.

3.1  Neuroimaging and Approach Traits

Both theoretically and empirically derived scales 
have been used in neuroimaging research. Although 
approach and avoidance tendencies have not been mea-
sured by questionnaires in such a way as to disentangle 
motivation from valuation, we can nonetheless identify 
traits related to these motivational factors. To begin with 
those related to approach, the most commonly studied 
traits are those in the extraversion family. Extraversion 
is one of the Big Five dimensions, reflecting the shared 
variance of more specific traits, such as gregariousness, 
assertiveness, enthusiasm, talkativeness, activity level, 
and excitement-seeking. Though often expressed in 
the social domain, extraversion has been hypothesized 
to reflect sensitivity to reward more generally, with the 
tendency to approach positive goals as an important 
component of the trait.115,116,118 The BAS scale110 shows 
reasonable convergent validity with extraversion and 
can be included in this family of traits.119,120

Research on extraversion is covered in more depth in 
Chapter 6, but we will briefly review some of the studies 
that have linked extraversion and related traits to compo-
nents of the BAS. The most compelling evidence comes 
from studies showing that people high or low on extra-
version respond differently to pharmacological manipu-
lation of the dopaminergic system.121–129 A number of 
fMRI studies have reported that extraversion or the BAS 
scale is associated with neural activation in response 
to emotionally positive or rewarding stimuli, often in 
approach-related brain regions, including those in Fig-
ure 7.130–133 However, all of the studies just cited used 
samples smaller than 20, meaning that they are of little 
evidentiary value. In the future, higher-powered fMRI 
studies should be one of the most powerful methods for 
testing the hypothesis that variation in the approach sys-
tem underlies traits in the extraversion family.

Structural MRI studies have begun to use larger 
sample sizes, and several of them have found that extra-
version is associated with volume in the ventromedial 
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PFC/OFC.134–137 Other studies, however, have not rep-
licated these findings.104,138–140 However, these studies 
have varied in their methods and populations studied, 
which could account for some of the inconsistencies. 
More large primary studies, as well as meta-analyses, 
will be needed to provide convincing tests of this and 
other effects in personality neuroscience. Associations 
of extraversion with other brain regions have been 
even more inconsistent in structural MRI studies. One 
study worth mentioning because of its large sample 
size (N = 486) reported that an extraversion-related scale 
(positive emotionality from the Multidimensional Per-
sonality Questionnaire) was positively associated with 
left amygdala volume.141

Resting EEG hemispheric asymmetry, in which the 
one frontal lobe of the brain is more active than the 
other, is another neural parameter that has been linked 
to motivation.142 Controversy exists, however, regarding 
whether left versus right bias corresponds to approach 
versus avoidance or to goal-directed activity (includ-
ing both approach and active avoidance) versus goal 
conflict and passive avoidance.143 A number of studies 
have found that extraversion is related to left-dominant 
asymmetry, but failures to replicate have been reported 
as well, and a meta-analysis found no evidence for the 
effect.144 Nonetheless, although EEG frontal asymmetry 
at rest may not be generally related to trait approach, it 
is possible that frontal asymmetry is related to approach-
related traits in contexts that evoke approach motiva-
tion. In an all-male sample, the BAS scale was found to 
predict resting-state asymmetry only for participants 
interacting with a female experimenter whom they rated 
as attractive129—such findings point to further complexi-
ties in the neuroimaging laboratory that should not be 
ignored. Another much smaller study found a similar 
effect: a trait measure of approach-related positive affect 
was associated with asymmetry only under the condi-
tion of a positive mood manipulation, but not in nega-
tive or neutral-mood conditions.145 The possibility that 
extraversion is associated with asymmetry only in cer-
tain contexts would be consistent with the definition 
of traits as tendencies to respond in particular ways to 
particular classes of stimuli. Without the presence of a 
relevant stimulus, the trait may not be manifested, and 
individual differences in behavior or neural activity may 
not be apparent.

Gray24 originally hypothesized that the trait most asso-
ciated with BAS sensitivity is impulsivity, but more recent 
research suggests extraversion is probably more specifi-
cally related to BAS sensitivity.118,120,146,147 Nonetheless, 
some forms of impulsivity (particularly those related to 
extraversion) appear to be linked to the neural systems 
involved in approach. Impulsivity is “the tendency to act 
on immediate urges, either before consideration of pos-
sible negative consequences or despite consideration of 

likely negative consequences.”148 Because any instance 
of impulsivity requires both the presence of an impulse 
to act and a failure to constrain that impulse, variation 
in both bottom-up impulse systems related to approach 
and avoidance, as well as top-down constraint systems 
in the PFC, may lead to different types of impulsivity.

Two types of impulsivity appear to be importantly 
related to approach behavior: (1) the tendency to act 
quickly to approach potential reward, with little delib-
eration or premeditation and (2) the tendency to take 
risks for the sake of excitement or novel experience. Both 
of these traits have been linked to dopaminergic func-
tion, using PET imaging to show that they reduced D2 
binding in the midbrain, which in turn predicts greater 
dopaminergic release in the striatum in response to 
amphetamine.149,150 A lack of deliberation has also been 
shown, in fMRI, to predict increased ventral striatal 
activity in response to cues of reward.151,152 (For further 
discussion of impulsivity, see Chapter 8.)

3.2  Neuroimaging and Avoidance  
and Goal Conflict Traits

Personality research has tended not to distinguish 
clearly between traits reflecting individual differences in 
active avoidance versus those that reflect differences in 
processing goal conflict. This is probably due to the fact 
that activation of the BIS leads to increased arousal of 
active avoidance systems and biases motivation toward 
avoidance, as well as to the fact that certain neuromodu-
lators, including serotonin and noradrenaline, influence 
both systems. In psychometric research, trait measures 
of anxiety, depression, and other traits related to pas-
sive avoidance covary strongly with trait measures of 
fear, panic, irritability, and other emotional forms of 
active avoidance. Together, the tendency to experience 
all of these negative emotional states (and related cogni-
tive, motivational, and behavioral states) constitutes the 
broad Big Five dimension labeled neuroticism. Neuroti-
cism is the major risk factor for psychopathology.153

Many theoretically derived trait measures fall within 
the neuroticism family, including Cloninger’s Harm 
Avoidance,154 various measures of trait anxiety,155 and 
Carver and White’s BIS scale.110 (For further review of neu-
roimaging related to traits in this family, see Chapter 7.)  
The fact that a scale is labeled an “anxiety” scale does  
not mean it measures anxiety in the specific sense,  
related to the BIS, we have used in this chapter, and, 
due to the ambiguity of the concept, it may not measure 
“anxiety” in a more general sense either. Neuroticism 
appears to have two major subfactors, one reflecting 
anxiety, depression, and other internalizing problems, 
the other reflecting irritability, anger, emotional lability, 
and the tendency to get upset easily.156 Scales in the neu-
roticism family tend to measure either the first factor or 
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a blend of both factors. Only rarely do they target more 
specific facets capable of distinguishing, for example, 
between anxiety and depression. A recent attempt to 
develop separate scales reflecting approach, avoidance, 
and conflict sensitivities, using the theoretical method, 
was carried out by Corr and Cooper.157

Gray and McNaughton1 posited that neuroticism 
reflects the joint sensitivity of behavioral inhibition and 
avoidance systems, implying that it should be influenced 
by the neuromodulators serotonin and noradrenaline. 
This hypothesis has been supported for serotonin using 
a variety of methods, including genetics and pharmaco-
logical manipulation, but also neuroimaging:115 several 
PET studies have found that neuroticism predicts varia-
tion in serotonin receptor or transporter binding.158–160 
Only the most recent of these used a sample large enough 
to be particularly informative, however, and additional 
studies are necessary. Less evidence exists linking nor-
adrenaline to neuroticism, but it remains a promising 
hypothesis.161,162

A number of fMRI studies have reported that neuroti-
cism predicts neural responses to aversive stimuli in rel-
evant brain areas from Figure 7, but most of these have 
used samples so small as to preclude confidence in their 
results. Of 21 samples in a recent meta-analysis of these 
effects,163 only 7 of them were larger than 25, and only 1 
was larger than 60. Unfortunately, meta-analysis is not 
a panacea for the problems created by underpowered 
samples, as meta-analytic conclusions are likely to be 
biased by their inclusion. Nonetheless, it is worth noting 
that the meta-analysis in question found neuroticism to 
be associated with neural activity only in aversive rela-
tive to neutral conditions and not in positive relative to 
neutral conditions, which is encouraging for the theory 
that neuroticism reflects the major manifestation of both 
active and passive avoidance motivation in personality; 
however, it does little to throw much light on the nature 
of this association.

Many theoretical accounts of the neurobiology of neu-
roticism highlight a central role for the amygdala, which 
is unsurprising given its role in the mobilization of anxi-
ety and fear. Although the meta-analysis by Servaas 
and colleagues163 did not implicate the amygdala, some 
larger fMRI studies have found associations between 
avoidance traits and amygdala reactivity to aversive 
stimuli. Unfortunately, these studies have used a vari-
ety of different methods and experimental paradigms, 
so it remains difficult to draw any firm conclusions. 
Neuroticism or trait anxiety has been found to predict: 
(1) a slower decrease in amygdala activity after view-
ing aversive images;164 (2) greater amygdala activity in 
response to aversive images, but only in people gener-
ally lacking in social support;165 (3) reduced synchrony 
between amygdala and other limbic regions, especially 
in the PFC;166 and (4) reduced synchrony between the left 

amygdala and the medial PFC when viewing negative 
versus neutral emotion faces, but increased synchrony 
between these structures in the right hemisphere.167 The 
last two findings in this list raise the possibility that func-
tional interactions between the amygdala and regions of 
the frontal cortex may be important in determining lev-
els of neuroticism.

One fMRI study reporting a link between neuroticism 
and neural activity in the amygdala is worth mention-
ing, despite having a sample of only 17, because it used 
an innovative method to distinguish between valuation 
and motivation.168 Participants viewed positive, nega-
tive, and neutral images and were required either to 
approach them (by pressing a button that enlarged the 
image, creating the illusion of approach) or to avoid 
them (by pressing a button that reduced the image in 
size). The study found that one of the two major subfac-
tors of neuroticism (related to anxiety and depression) 
predicted amygdala reactivity to approach relative to 
avoidance (regardless of stimulus valence), whereas the 
other (related to anger and lability) predicted amygdala 
reactivity to negative relative to neutral and positive 
stimuli (regardless of motivational direction).

The apparent importance of the amygdala for neuroti-
cism in terms of brain function is consistent with struc-
tural neuroimaging studies that have shown traits in the 
neuroticism family to be related to increased amygdala 
volume.169,170. As with approach-related traits, however, 
there has been little consistency in studies of the asso-
ciation of traits in the neuroticism family with the vol-
ume of specific brain regions, even as sample sizes have 
increased, and other studies have not found amygdala 
volume to be associated with these traits.135,171,172 Some 
of the inconsistencies here may reflect methodological 
differences, given differences in the questionnaires used, 
and differences in MRI analysis. Refreshingly, in this 
case, a nearly definitive study has been carried out in a 
sample of over 1000 people, which found that neuroti-
cism scores (based on the average of several commonly 
used questionnaire measures) were indeed positively 
correlated with amygdala volume (after controlling for 
age, sex, and total brain volume), albeit very weakly 
(r = 0.1, i.e., accounting for only 1% of the variance103). 
Only one other subcortical structure, the hippocam-
pus, was also significantly correlated with neuroticism 
(r = 0.1). These findings are important both because they 
confirm that neuroticism is associated with the two sub-
cortical structures most strongly theoretically implicated 
in the trait, and also because they suggest an explanation 
of inconsistent findings. The structural effects studied 
are weak enough that even samples that are very large 
by neuroimaging standards may be underpowered to 
detect them.

In addition to demonstrating the positive association 
of neuroticism with both amygdala and hippocampal 
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volume, Holmes and colleagues103 found that neuroti-
cism was negatively associated with the thickness of a 
region of the rostral ACC and the adjacent medial PFC. 
Further, among the individuals scoring highest in neu-
roticism (more than one standard deviation above the 
mean), cortical thickness in this region was negatively 
correlated with amygdala volume (whereas they were 
unrelated in the rest of the sample). These additional 
findings are consistent with the theory that neuroticism 
results not only from functional sensitivity of subcortical 
structures involved in avoidance, but also from impaired 
regulation of these structures by higher-level control sys-
tems. Also consistent with this theory are diffusion ten-
sor imaging studies (which assess the structure of white 
matter tracts) showing that traits in the neuroticism fam-
ily are associated with reduced integrity of tracts con-
necting cortical and subcortical regions.138,173–175

One additional broad pattern has appeared in struc-
tural neuroimaging research on neuroticism: the trait 
appears to be negatively related to global measures of 
brain volume, such as volume of cerebral gray matter, 
ratio of brain volume to intracranial volume, and total 
brain volume.138,140,176,177 This association of neuroticism 
with reduced brain volume has been hypothesized to 
reflect cell death due to the potentiation of excitotoxic 
processes by the stress hormone cortisol.177 Several stud-
ies have shown that neuroticism is associated with ele-
vated basal levels of cortisol.178–181

The last finding we will consider in relation to avoid-
ance traits is the complement to the finding that extra-
version may be associated with hemispheric asymmetry 
in EEG. Considerable research has shown that traits in 
the neuroticism family predict greater right relative to 
left neural activity in the frontal lobes when viewing 
stimuli or while at rest.182,183 Similarly, a recent study 
used near-infrared reflection spectroscopy, a technique 
that uses light to measure regional cerebral oxygenated 
hemoglobin, to demonstrate that cerebral blood flow is 
increased in the right frontal lobe in individuals high on 
neuroticism during anticipation of a shock.184 It would 
be a mistake, however, to think that all traits in the neu-
roticism family are associated with right-dominant fron-
tal asymmetry. The effect appears to be limited to traits 
involving passive avoidance, such as anxiety and depres-
sion. In contrast, traits of anger-proneness and hostility 
are associated with greater left-dominant frontal asym-
metry,185–187 further supporting the hypothesis that the  
right hemisphere is specialized for processing goal conflict,  
rather than for all avoidance-related processes.

3.3  Future Directions for Trait Research

There are a number of aspects of current trait research 
on the neuroimaging of approach, avoidance, and con-
flict that are clearly unsatisfactory. Most obvious is 

the fact that, particularly in the strict senses defined in 
Section 1, there has been no neuroimaging that can be 
unambiguously linked to traits specifically reflecting 
approach, or avoidance, or conflict. A conflict-specific 
biomarker has recently been identified (and correlates 
moderately with neuroticism and trait anxiety)77 but has 
not yet been used to identify specific related trait compo-
nents. Trait scales related to positive affect (extraversion, 
etc.) and negative affect (neuroticism, harm avoidance, 
etc.) have been shown to have neural correlates, but 
none of these are pure measures of approach, avoidance, 
or conflict sensitivity. It is clear that neuroticism is not 
pure avoidance sensitivity or pure conflict sensitivity, 
although it appears linked to both of these factors and to 
others (e.g., depression) as well. Similarly, extraversion 
encompasses behaviors reflecting not only the tendency 
to approach but also positive emotional tendencies hav-
ing to do with the enjoyment of rewards after they are 
received.

We believe there are five main steps that need to be 
taken to improve research on the functional neuroimag-
ing of approach and avoidance traits: (1) to take account 
of the detailed knowledge derived from both animal 
and human work about the approach, avoidance, and 
conflict systems (Section 1.1–1.3) to develop more spe-
cifically targeted experimental tasks, using carefully 
designed contrasts between sets of conditions; (2) to test 
more focused anatomical hypotheses specified by the-
ory, using carefully designed regions of interest (Section 
1.4–1.5); (3) to take advantage of related state research  
(Section 2) to develop appropriate anchoring biomarkers;  
(4) to collect samples large enough for good research on 
individual differences—over 100 at a minimum, prefer-
ably over 200 (while recognizing that such samples may 
still be too small to detect some effects of interest); and 
(5) to ensure that the appropriate level in the trait hierar-
chy is being matched to the appropriate aspect of neural 
organization, taking into consideration that an observed  
association with one trait might, in reality, be either  
more specific (with a facet of the trait in question) or more 
general (with a trait at a higher level of the hierarchy).

4. FROM BASICS TO STATES AND 
TRAITS: ASSESSING APPROACH, 

AVOIDANCE, AND GOAL CONFLICT

Our analysis of the basics of approach, avoidance, and 
goal conflict shows that care must be exercised when 
using complex combinations of motivational stimuli and 
complex paradigms. Variations in valuation, such as loss 
aversion, differential effects of approach and avoidance 
gradients, direct interactions between approach and 
avoidance systems, and the asymmetric impact of goal 
conflict on avoidance relative to approach, must all be 
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taken into account when interpreting many of the para-
digms currently used. However, in principle, state anal-
ysis of these systems is straightforward.

One simplifying step is to use money as the source 
of motivation. Organizations that find work for students 
and other casual workers can supply participants with 
a hunger for money sufficient to make them willing to 
work for the local minimum wage. Importantly, loss 
of money from an existing store can then be used as a 
motivator, with the knowledge that its external value is 
the same as the gain of the same amount of money used 
as a positive motivator. As shown in Figure 3, gain and 
loss can be presented or omitted to generate approach 
or avoidance. The amounts of gain and loss can then be 
varied parametrically to allow mathematical extraction, 
separately, of the contribution of gain/loss sensitivity 
differences and of approach/avoidance sensitivity differ-
ences. Using these methods, loss aversion and approach 
preference have been demonstrated.188

For neuroimaging, it is also important to use designs 
that allow the calculation of appropriate contrasts. If one 
wishes to image goal conflict activation, one must accept 
that gain, loss, approach, avoidance, and other systems 
will all necessarily be activated when approach-avoid-
ance conflict is being generated. To deal with this requires 
the use of at least three conditions. For example, with 
conditions that deliver two alternatives with a 50% prob-
ability on any trial, one could have: (1) net gain (−10c, 
+20c); (2) conflict (−15c, +15c); and (3) net loss (−20c, 
+10c). A contrast of neuroimaging activation in condi-
tion 2 against the average of condition 1 and condition 3 
would assess goal conflict-specific activation while elim-
inating the effects of external value (15c = (10c+20c)/2) 
and controlling for effects of factors such as risk. In prac-
tice, because of loss aversion, to statistically eliminate 
the effects of gain, loss, approach, and avoidance, when 
assessing conflict, one would need the ratio of gain/
loss amounts tailored to each individual’s degree of loss 
aversion. Additional conditions would allow the sepa-
ration of the effects of gain from the effects of loss and 
effects of approach from the effects of avoidance.188

For those interested in goal gradients (Figures 2 and 4),  
existing virtual reality maze paradigms (see Section 2.2) 
or even simpler runway analogues could be used. These 
have already demonstrated effects related to distance 
from a “predator,” as well as differences between simple 
anticipation of shock and the response to actual shock 
delivery. Combined with the presentation of money (to 
selected money-hungry participants), these virtual real-
ity paradigms allow manipulation of the full gamut of 
parameters that have previously been used in animal 
behavior tests.

It is tempting, in the imaging of personality, to select 
questionnaires that have been designed, in theory, to 

tap into specific neurobiological functions (e.g., scales 
purporting to measure Gray’s Behavioral Inhibition 
System) but that have not in fact been neurobiologically 
validated. However, as we noted earlier, the nascent 
neuroscience of personality should not assume the very 
hypotheses that need to be tested. Psychologists’ pre-
suppositions about which neural systems are respon-
sible for any given trait, as measured by a questionnaire, 
may well be wrong. With approach, avoidance, and con-
flict, we are dealing with primordial biological systems 
whose elements have evolved to fulfill system-specific 
purposes. The state activation of these systems can be, 
and has been, assessed directly, with specific compo-
nents extractable through appropriate contrasts. These 
specific components of neural state activation provide, 
we would argue, the best basis both for assessing per-
sonality-related variation in activation and for deriv-
ing questionnaire scales or other measures of approach, 
avoidance, and goal conflict traits, using the criterion 
approach described in Section 3. How the sensitivities 
of the approach, avoidance, behavioral inhibition, and 
other neural systems give rise to variation in traits is the 
key question that the field must strive to solve. A genu-
inely neuroscientific approach will provide a solid basis 
for future attempts to understand the contribution of  
these fundamental neural systems to traits such as  
extraversion, neuroticism, impulsivity, and others.
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